
The Bloodred Bullet.

The first edge of the propeller made contact with mountainside.

"God Damn!" were his last words. Spoken in that frantic, automatic way; a
reaction rather than a conscious thought.

Time slowed, baby sparks sprung forth as metal tore upon rock.

The world, for him, was always a place where he was yearning to be faster.
He saw his fifteenth birthday, and a new bike. Red, shiny, speedy. He met the girl
when he was twenty one, on the biggest, most impressive roller coaster. It was
shiny and red as well. "Like a bloodred bullet," he recalled her describing it.

The nose cone crumpled and the dust became indistinguishable from the
fire.

Showing his son the freshly painted red bike. Training wheels, only for a
week, he remembered thinking. The fields from the cherry red hot air balloon,
rising fast. Majestic, glowing fields of wheat and corn, shimmering scarlet in the
setting sun. Arm around her, his boy standing on a box of tools for a better view.
The old man smiling gently in the corner.

The cockpit glass had barely become cobwebs before becoming dust.

Things began to make sense, now, of all times. The warm fields seemed to
open up, take him into them. The endless maze of red-litten corn and wheat flowed
about and touched him just barely, just enough so he could feel the tips cruising
like armies of feathers along his sides. Ten years old, toy cars. The red one always
beat the blue one... did his father lose on purpose? Sixteen years old, real cars. His
red 'vet never lost. Not on purpose. Purpose, that was what it was, wasn't it?

The controls didn't get the chance to melt: they vapourized.

Oh hey, yes. Hay? Like the field. Red, blood. Hearts, love. Twenty two,
winning the big pot: flush of hearts! Yep. She was always there for him: his queen
of hearts. Autumn strolls through the crisp orange leaves, flowing about. His boy's
graduation, dark red robes. Like a bloodred bullet, right through my queen of
hearts?

The fuselage was obliterated. The swarming mass of red-hot molten steel
tore at his pink skin.

Sails, seeing them in the water's reflection wasn't as hearty as his queen's
bike. Red like his son's favourite spaghetti sauce... man, could that kid ever ride a



bike! Better than he was at his age, no doubt. Not losing on purpose. Red always
beats blue. Bloodred bullets, yes. Was a shame really. The corn stalks caressing,
going faster, freer, redder. Redline, boatline, bikeline? Six years old, the bandaid
over his bloody knee, my mother. Ho-no, just like a bloodred bullet. Love and
hearts, my queen.

The second ticked off, nature regained its composure and tried its best to
ignore the ugly black stain on the mountainside. Wreckage disturbed trees and
nests, flames claimed other small lives as well. And for years, above the annual
gathering of roses and marigolds, was a streak of charred rock and red paint.
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